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Abstract 
 
Semantic web services hold the promise of greatly 
increasing interoperability among software agents and 
web services by enabling content-based (as opposed to 
format-based) automated service discovery and 
interaction. However, as different services may well use 
different, only partly compatible ontologies to describe 
their capabilities, some amount of ontology mapping or 
translation will be required during the various stages 
of service discovery and utilization. In this paper, we 
reexamine some of the processing assumptions that 
were made in the development of semantic web service 
models like DAML-S in order to uncover the very 
different roles of semantic translation in the 
subprocesses of service discovery, service process 
model interpretation, task negotiation, service 
invocation and response interpretation. We present 
examples and arguments showing how several different 
styles of translation will be required based on the 
informational context and perspectives of agents in 
each of these stages. 

1. Introduction 

It was a clear goal of early envisioners of the semantic 
web [1] that semantic descriptions would one day be 
used to describe web services so that other software 
agents could use them without having any prior ‘built-
in’ knowledge about how to invoke them, just as people 
can make effective use of web sites found using a search 
engine. The technology would ultimately enable 
individuals to use their own personal software agents for 
such things as comparative shopping, information 
discovery, or to weave together new services from 
available ones, much as a travel agent does. RDF and 
DAML/OWL were designed to support the development 
of many different inter-related ontologies, each 
published on the web to be shared within communities 
and across communities that have a strong need to 

interact. Ultimately, though, increasing interoperability 
means having an ability to reach out to commu nities with 
services that were developed independently, using 
different ontologies. If the communities share the same 
syntactic language for defining ontological terms (e.g., 
RDF or OWL), then these communities can be bridged 
by reading the published ontologies of the other and, 
where necessary, defining correspondences or more 
complex mappings between related terms. It is the 
question of how to use such mappings that is the 
subject of this paper.   

Semantic web services are web services that can be 
dynamically discovered, applied and composed, by 
reasoning from published representations of their 
service descriptions, expressed in a declarative semantic 
web description language, such as DAML [2] or its 
emerging standardization as OWL [3]. Once services are 
described by published semantic representations, using 
shared ontologies of concepts and relations, other 
software systems (agents) can reason about how to 
invoke the services dynamically by reading these 
descriptions at run time, composing messages with the 
prescribed content, and sending them using WSDL [4] 
message templates. This is in contrast to distributed 
object models where the invocation interfaces are loaded 
at compile-time, and a programmer is required to identify 
how the proper message content is  copied from the local 
environment and passed to the remote service using the 
specified interface.  

DAML-S [5,6,7] is a specific DAML ontology 
designed to provide a framework for just such 
descriptions of web services. DAML-S was designed to 
serve as the basis for representing descriptions of 
services from several perspectives, including the 
discovery and selection of an appropriate service 
(service profile), the declaration of the inputs, outputs 
and effects of the service (process model), of pre-defined 
patterns of service invocation (process model) and the 
formulation and interpretation of messages to that 
service by mapping (grounding) inputs and outputs to 
messages in a model such as WSDL.  
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The basic idea behind DAML-S is that a service 
developer can describe his or her service using the 
abstract procedural concepts provided by the DAML-S 
ontology, by combining it with other domain specific 
DAML ontologies developed by the communities served 
by the service. These domain ontologies will provide the 
terms used for different classes of service inputs, 
outputs, and effects, building on other basic ontologies 
providing support for describing common elements like 
representations of time and space, people, organizations, 
commercial transactions, etc. DAML, by extending RDF 
[8], is designed to allow ontologies developed by 
different people or groups to build on each other in this 
way.  

There is, however, a catch. When the software agent 
that is going to invoke a service is developed by one 
organization, using internal data models described in 
terms of one ontology, and the just-discovered service 
to be invoked is developed by another organization 
using a different ontology, the ontologies may use 
different terms for the same or similar notions. In such 
cases, translation is required, even though both software 
systems seek to support interoperability by using 
DAML or OWL ontologies to describe themselves and 
the data they can reason about. To make ontologies 
interoperable, ontology mappings are required, so that 
the terms in the different ontologies are brought into 
correspondence. Sometimes these mappings can only be 
partial, as ontologies developed for different purposes 
may not have needed to define all of the same concepts, 
or may have incompatible definitions. The descriptions 
of such mappings are sometimes called articulations [9], 
or bridging axioms [10] and can include simple 
correspondences between terms (uni or bi-directional), 
rules ‘defining’ terms in one ontology in terms of some 
set of terms in another, and even functional mappings, 
such as for translating units of measure. Articulations 
are typically developed using semi-automatic tools that 
are integrated with ontology development tools or 
editors [9,11,12,13] although this is still an active area of 
research. For the purposes of this paper we will ignore 
the question of how these mappings are developed.   

Much of the work on development of ontology 
mappings was initiated in support of distributed 
information systems (e.g., [14,15]), where the objective is 
to support access to heterogeneous information 
sources, and make the results of queries appear to be 
coming from a single integrated source. Because of the 
many potential incompatibility problems that can arise in 
relating ontologies developed independently [16], the 
approach commonly used was to develop a master 
ontology that makes all of the distinctions found in the 
original models of the data sources [17]. When this 
approach is successful, queries can be uniformly 

expressed in terms of the master ontology, and 
interpreted locally by each data source. Results of 
database access can be translated back into that 
ontology. This largely eliminates one of the potential 
problems of translating queries. Because query 
translation is translation in the opposite direction from 
the translation of the query result data, and because the 
proper translation of a query may require knowledge of 
both the structure and content of a data source, it can be 
difficult for a requester or middle agent to complete the 
translation. This is an example of the kind of problem 
discussed below, namely, that the process of translating 
a service request may be very different than the process 
of translating the result of the request back to the 
requester, making it difficult or impossible to define a 
general purpose middle-ware “translation agent” for 
many domains.  

This paper looks at the different processes involved 
in dynamic utilization of semantic web services with an 
eye toward the knowledge needed for effective 
translations between representations that may be 
needed to support those processes. We begin by 
reviewing the different aspects of semantic web service 
descriptions using the DAML-S model. We then look at 
some of the assumptions about the process of making 
semantic web services interoperate dynamically that 
were part of the rationale for that model. Finally, we look 
at the differing kinds of knowledge and reasoning 
required to translate requests and responses between 
semantic web services and the agents invoking them, 
and draw some conclusions about where translation may 
need to occur in each case.  

2. Describing Semantic Web Services with 
DAML-S 

DAML-S is, effectively, an “upper ontology” 
described in the DAML language, comprised of a set of 
abstract classes that can be specialized by service 
developers to describe their web services from several 
different perspectives. Its purpose was to form a 
common core set of terms (concepts, relations) on which 
service developers could build to describe their own 
services. DAML-S provides a framework within which 
specific services can be described and reasoned about, 
but does not address (or need to address) specific 
domain issues (e.g. product taxonomies, types of inputs, 
etc.) as these ontologies can developed, adopted and 
shared among service developers and consumers within 
the communities using them. These domain specific 
elements are intended to be inherited from other DAML 
ontologies found on the semantic web, or defined as 
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needed and published so they can be shared and 
interrelated with other ontologies.  

DAML-S models services as consisting of three basic 
abstract components. The service profile part of DAML-
S defines a general class of description of services 
intended for publication in a registry or matchmaker [18]. 
A DAML-S matchmaker [19] is analogous to and can be 
built as an extension of a yellow pages service like UDDI 
[20] that can interpret and compare semantic 
descriptions of services to find candidate services 
satisfying a particular need. The DAML-S ontology for 
service profiles provides an extensible set of properties 
for describing the purpose of a service, and other 
features that might be relevant discriminators between 
services from the perspective of potential users of that 
service. The DAML-S service process model describes 
the set of activities that a potential consumer of the 
service might request, their inputs, outputs, conditions 
of use, and possible effects. It also provides a 
composition language so that a service provider can 
describe ways that individual service processes are 
intended to be composed. A service grounding 
describes the relationship between processes and 
communications by specifying mappings between (e.g.) 
process inputs and outputs and portions of messages in 
a language such as WSDL. 

The DAML-S notion of an atomic process can be 
viewed as an abstract representation of a WSDL 
operation, where the inputs and outputs of the process 
map onto parts of WSDL messages. One of the key 
distinctions between the models, and the reason to 
maintain both and the mapping between them is that 
WSDL message parts are defined locally to the WSDL 
service definition, with no means of providing their 
semantics relative to a set of broadly accepted terms. In 
contrast, DAML-S process inputs (for example) are 
typed by URI references to classes that are elements of 
shared semantic web ontologies. This key difference 
enables services defined using DAML-S to be 
interpreted by any agents that can reason dynamically 
about the relationship between the type of information 
required to formulate a service request and the 
specification, held internally to the agent, of the goal to 
be achieved. Once the information required to create a 
request has been identified, DAML-S provides a 
mapping to WSDL (the grounding) to enable the request 
to be turned into a SOAP or HTML format. 

The basic use model envisioned for DAML-S 
consists of the following steps, not all of which are 
required in all cases. This model is shown in Figure 1 

1. A service advertises itself by publishing a service 
profile – either by sending it directly to a matchmaker 
or as a web document that could be scraped by such 
a service.  

2. A software system (we will call these agents) 
requiring a service to achieve some explicitly 
represented purpose (goal) poses a query to a 
matchmaker with a pattern that represents a class of 
services capable of achieving the goal. If the agent 
can do planning, it may decompose the goal and find 
different services to achieve parts of the overall 
purpose. 

3. The matchmaker compares the query to its library of 
service profiles and returns the profiles of candidates 
that could produce the desired effects, including 
pointers to those services’ process models and 
groundings (stored on the WWW).  

4. The agent selects the best candidate by considering 
additional information in the profile (such as locale, 
quality of service, types of inputs required).  

5. The agent maps its goal onto the set of inputs to the 
server process. 

6. The agent uses the process grounding to map the 
inputs onto WSDL message(s).  The messages are 
sent to the server.   

7. The service determines that it can perform the 
request, and (usually on completion) sends a reply 
message. 

8. The reply is parsed using a WSDL output message 
template.  

9. The output message is mapped (again by a process 
grounding) to the set of output properties of the 
DAML-S process.  

10. The agent reasons from the outputs as to whether its 
goal has been accomplished, and what following 
process should be invoked.  
Viewed abstractly, this use model bears a 

resemblance to the web services model envisioned for 
UDDI-WSDL-SOAP, except that the whole process can 
be performed automatically (without human intervention) 
using services whose APIs that were not known to the 
agent prior to their being interpreted at execution time. 
The software agent is responsible for the interaction 
with the matchmaker, the interpretation of which 
candidate services are most appropriate, the 
determination of the information required to invoke each 
service, and the interpretation and response to messages 
returned by the service.  
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Figure 1: Basic DAML-S Semantic Web Service use model. 

 
Variations on this execution model for DAML-S use 

have been implemented at BBN and at a number of 
universities (e.g., [21,22, 23]).  For the most part, these 
models have all ignored translation issues, by assuming 
a shared set of ontologies. Yet, translation will clearly 
required to achieve the broad interoperability envisioned 
for semantic web services, and we need an architecture 
for client and middle agents that supports it. For services 
to be discovered and utilized by software agents 
developed independently, they must both reason and 
communicate using the same ontology or else there must 
be some agent, be it the service itself, the consumer, or a 
middle agent, to translate the between them.  

The question we seek to address in this paper is: 
where does translation play a role in this model of 
service discovery and invocation when different 
ontologies are used by different agents, and how does 
the information required to do the translation in each 
case impact who (which agents) can perform most 
readily perform that function? If a translator needs 
information that is local to a client or service provider, 
rather than just the ontologies used by the agent 
receiving the translation, then we have probably given 
the wrong agent the job of translation. We argue that, in 
many cases, we must consider, in addition to the 
ontologies of the sender and receiver and the mappings 
between them, the sources of domain-specific 
information required to formulate messages fully.  

3. Translation for Service Invocation 

Consider, as an example, the situation sketched in 
Figure 2. In this example, I want to use my personal 

agent to help me buy a book on the web. My agent 
knows a number of things about me and my 
possessions, and it knows how to shop for me by 
contacting semantic web services. Assume for now that 
I have told it that I want a book on XML, and it has used 
a matchmaker to find a reputable service called 
Books4Sale. Books4Sale, has published a process model 
which declares that I can accomplish my goal of owning 
the book, provided that it is in its inventory. The process 
(we will assume it is an atomic process – the DAML-S 
term for a simple one-step request/response operation) 
has as inputs the book title, author, credit card and 
shipping information. It produces as output (if 
successful) an order confirmation number and shipping 
tracking number (not shown).  

At first blush, it would seem that MyAgent can now 
achieve my goal by translating its representation of my 
goal (internally described using its local ontologies 
mylife and mystuff) into the form described by the 
inputs to the Books4Sale’s process description. The 
Books4Sale service description would be expressed 
using DAML-S and the ontologies of the book vendor’s 
business, although we have not used the correct syntax 
to simplify the figure. In fact, however, my goal, owning 
a book, corresponds to a stated effect of the service 
process description, that I own whatever book was 
requested, when the process has completed 
successfully. A classical AI planning system would 
expect just such a correspondence, and MyAgent would 
use such a planning process to reduce the goal to an 
action, namely to execute the process described by 
sending the expected message to that service. (For 
technical issues involved in this kind of planning, see 
[22, 24, 25].)  
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Books4Sale.com
Process: BuyABook
IsA: PurchaseItem
Inputs:
Title: titleof(Item)
Author: authorof(Item)
{or ISBN: isbn(item) }
ccnum: id(credacct)
ccname: fullname(credacct)
shipto: string
Effects:

Owns(Requester, Item)
Using ontologies:
SaleSvcs.daml
Inventory.daml
Books.daml

MyAgentAssistant
Goal: 

(Owns Mark 
(Book :name “XML for Dummies”

:by  “Fat Parens”))

MyKB Facts:
(Owns Mark (VHS :name “X Files”))
(MyUser Mark :fullname “Mark B”)
(Ccard Mark :ccno “9999” :exp 03/03)
(Ccard Mark :ccno “1111” :exp 04/04)
(Home Mark “44 Sunny Ln”)

Using ontologies: mylife.daml
mystuff.daml

Econ101.daml
Provide(?ccard) enables debit(?ccard, ?val ?recip)
Debit(?ccard, ?val) ? transfer(acct(?ccard) ?recip ?val)
Purchase(?item ?seller ?buyer ?cost) =

Transfer(?buyer ?seller ?cost) &
Transfer(?seller ?buyer ?item)

Transfer(?x ?y ?item) ? (owns ?y ?item) & 
not(owns ?x ?item)

imports

imports

 
Figure 2: Translation of a Request. 

 
DAML-S was designed to support this kind of 

reasoning by providing a standard way to associate 
effects with represented processes, so that potential 
service clients could treat service processes as 
descriptions of planning operators. MyAgent can thus 
reason that by invoking the BuyABook process with the 
required attributes of the desired book (title, author) 
specified among the other required process inputs, the 
process will succeed, because the item owned after the 
process completes corresponds to the book in my goal.  

It is at this point in the agent’s reasoning that 
translation is required. The BuyABook process requires 
an input called title whose value is constrained to be the 
titleof the item to be purchased (owned). To fill this input 
requirement, the agent needs to query its own knowledge 
base for a particular property of the concept for book in its 
ontology that can be translated to the property titleof on 
inventory items of the bookseller. Assuming that this 
articulation exists in a published model relating the two 
ontologies, then it can determine that it needs to retrieve 
the name property of the book sought and provide that 
value in its request message.   

This almost trivial example shows how tightly 
intertwined the use of articulation or mapping knowledge 
can be with the reasoning required to formulate service 
requests. We would argue that examples like this show 
why, as a practical matter, service requests are not formed 

and then translated, but should be created by the service 
requester by plan formation reasoning interleaved in the 
presence of articulation rules. Effectively, the planning 
process must decide which process to invoke (based on 
effects) and then plan (generate) the message by 
gathering the inputs required, translating constraints on 
what those inputs are into its own ontology along the 
way.  

A second aspect of the example will help to reinforce 
this point. In addition to the title and author, the 
BuyABook process requires inputs which in its process 
model are called ccnum and ccname, the values of which 
are as the IDnumber of a credit card account and the 
Fullname associated with the account. As these elements 
of the service’s process inputs do not correspond to any 
elements of the agent’s goal (that I own a book), they 
must come from the agents general knowledge about me 
as the request originator, and one of the standard plans 
for gaining ownership – purchase by credit card. The 
agent’s knowledge of web purchasing procedures could 
includes the fact that one step in the process is providing 
the credit card information to the vendor. If translation is 
required here, it is required to discover which properties in 
the agent’s internal representation of the user’s credit 
cards can be mapped to the required properties of the 
vendor’s concept of credit card, so that the necessary 
values can be retrieved.   
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By analogy, we can view dynamic service request 
formulation, given a set of required inputs to a service 
process model the agent has just read for the first time, as 
being like filling in the individual elements of a form, where 
the type of value to be supplied in each field on the form 
must be interpreted from the form designer’s description, 
and translated into an internal query to the form filler’s 
knowledge base. Some fields will ask for things that 
further specify the requester’s goals, others may ask for 
personal information needed to further the process.  

One further conclusion we can draw from this scenario 
is that because the requester’s ontology may not have a 
prior representation of the kind of request required with 
precisely the right elements (as a class or schema or an 
interface in programming terms ), the request could not 
have been generated first in the sender’s ontology and 
then translated by an intermediary. If the sender cannot do 
the translation while reasoning from the published process 
model, then a plausible alternative approach would be that 
a middle agent interprets the model and translates the 
descriptions of what is required for each input, and 
provides this to the sender as a set of queries to be 
answered in order to complete the message Then the 
middle agent could prepare the final message and send it, 
or provide the mapping of query answers into a message 
format, such as in WSDL. This is effectively the role that 
tax return preparation services provide for people. It is an 
open question how interactive this would need to be. 

4. Translating Responses to Service Requests  

Perhaps the most well understood kind of translation is 
that of translating responses to requests or queries. Here, 
the information to be provided is known by the service 
provider, and the issue is one of identifying the mapping 
of this information into the recipients ontology. Most of 
the work on heterogeneous information retrieval is 
focused on the problem of developing the necessary 
ontology mappings. In most cases, response translation 
can be done by any agent that has access to the source 
and target ontologies and the necessary articulation rules. 
This could be the sender, receiver or a middle agent. There 
are some circumstances where this is not the case, 
however.  

In previous work [26] we described an approach to 
message translation between agents based on the idea of 
generating special purpose translation code that would 
translate specific classes of structured data sets between 
representations used by different agents. The approach 
assumed that the ontologies of both agents were 
available, along with axioms that related the two, or 
mapped them into a shared abstract ontology. For 
example, if agent A was to answer a query Q by agent B, 

but the two used different ontologies, then our translation 
middle agent would develop a specific translator for the 
class of data sets DA represented using ontology OA that 
resulted from queries like Q, into a data sets of class DB, 
represented in the target ontology OB. This special 
purpose piece of code could then be stored in a middle 
agent, or provided to either the sender or receiver to make 
that particular class of message translate efficiently in the 
future.   

The approach was sufficient to handle cases where the 
source and target ontologies were different in quite 
substantial ways. For example, target ontology might only 
be capable of representing a summarized representation of 
the data being provided (such as a count or histogram of 
similar items over time) or it might not represent related 
objects in as much detail, perhaps only caring about their 
names. Items that were represented as classes of objects 
in one system might be represented as instances in 
another (e.g., a particular book with a title and author 
would be an instance of BOOK to a potential purchaser, 
but would represent a type of book with an inventory 
quantity to a vendor).  

The potential difficulty with this approach as it might 
apply to web services is that it relied on being provided a 
specific target representation for the data to be translated, 
rather than an ontology. The code that was generated 
mapped a particular schema in one ontology into a 
different schema represented in a second ontology. In 
contrast, services or agents may generate very different 
responses to a request, depending on their internal state. 
For example, a request to purchase something may result 
in a confirmation message or an “out of stock” message. 
Or a query might result in a response consisting of a 
heterogeneous list of object descriptions. Generating 
translations of such variable responses is not easily done 
using stored procedures, and so recent work described in 
[27] has used a first order reasoning system to perform the 
message translation. Somewhat similar techniques have 
also been used in [13,28], although the latter is uses a 
more syntactic kind of transformation rule. 

The main issue for translation of descriptions (query 
results) is still the ability to represent and reason about 
the relationships between the ontologies, and whether 
that is sufficient to translate correctly. There are cases 
where access is required not only to the ontologies but to 
the content of the knowledge bases represented using 
those ontologies. Gio Wiederhold frequently tells the 
story that there are different administrative offices at 
Stanford University that have slightly different models for 
who qualifies for membership in the class Employee. One 
includes only salaried employees, while the other is 
broader, and includes (for example) Emeritus Professors. If 
the distinction between these classes could not be 
represented precisely, because neither knowledge base 
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contained the attribute that represents the distinction, and 
the translation rule could not enumerate the exceptions, 
how would one decide if an approximately correct 
translation rule adversely impacted the translation of data 
about a particular set of employee records or not? The 
only way to tell for sure would be to have access to the 
enumerated set of instances in the target and see if 
everyone whose information is being transmitted is in that 
set.  

5. Translation Issues for Dynamic Service 
Discovery 

The next case to consider is web service interactions 
with a semantic web service matchmaker or registry. Recall 
that a service matchmaker receives advertisements called 
service profiles from services that wish to be utilized, and 
client agents looking for services of that kind query the 
matchmaker with a general description of their goal 
represented in the form of a partial or abstract profile 
that can be matched against those in the registry . 
Candidate services are returned to the requester to be 
further filtered until a suitable service is identified.  

The key issue here is the question of what ontologies 
are used to represent the service profiles. If a matchmaker 
is to cover a broad range of services, there are two likely 
possibilities. The first is that the registry has its own set of 
ontologies that helps to organize the services in a single 
framework. The other is that every service uses its own 
ontologies to describe itself, with only a small amount of 
common structuring provided by the abstract definition of 
a profile as provided by an ontology like DAML-S. Let’s 
call the first approach the Yahoo approach and the second 
the Google approach.  

With the Yahoo approach, each service developer must 
identify the concepts in the shared ontology they can use 
to best describe their service. Distinctions that cannot be 
made will be lost, unless there is a mechanism by which 
the ontology can be extended consistently. Using this 
model, an agent needing to find a service must translate its 
goal into a description of a type of service that can be 
represented by the matchmaker’s ontology. If a DAML-S 
profile framework is used, then this means finding both a 
concept for the class of service desired, and potentially 
representing critical outputs or classes of acceptable 
outputs or effect.  

One type of problem we have encountered in using this 
approach, even without translation, is that of 
circumscribing the range of acceptable outputs. For 
example, if one wants a to find a particular kind of 
restaurant in Rome, such as Chinese food, is it better to 
ask for a service that will provide listings of Chinese 
Restaurants in Rome, or just restaurants in Rome, or 

Chinese restaurants in Italy, etc. The point that is 
determining how to translate depends on both the 
ontology of the matchmaker and how it matches queries 
against candidate services.  

With the Google approach, a somewhat different set of 
translation issues arises. Here, potentially every new 
service profile that is added to the matchmaker’s 
repository uses somewhat different ontologies. The 
problem then arises as to how any agent querying the 
matchmaker could even begin to translate its query, since 
the matchmaker cannot even advertise what ontologies to 
use. In this case, it must become the responsibility of the 
matchmaker to do any translation that it can each time it 
matches the query against a candidate service.  If it has 
no information about articulation rules relating the query’s 
ontology to the service profile’s ontology, then the query 
will only match if they happen to have used the same 
ontology, at least in some aspects.  

These are, of course, extreme characterizations of the 
translation issues to be faced when using semantic 
representations for service profiles. It is still an open, 
empirical question as to the size and diversity of services 
that can be handled using a semantic matchmaker, and 
how to strike an appropriate balance between the diversity 
of ontologies used for matchmaking and the level of 
translation supported in the process.  To date, the only 
work I am aware of that has begun to address the question 
of translation during matchmaking is described in [29].   

Summary: The Impact of Knowledge Locality 
on the Locality of Translation Processes 

This paper has reviewed some of the assumptions and 
motivations behind the development of systems for 
supporting semantic web services, and, in particular the 
approach taken with DAML-S.  As a key incentive for 
semantic web services is increased and more dynamic 
interoperability among agents and services, it is important 
to look at the role that translation will play in mediating 
among services using the variety of ontologies that will be 
supported on the semantic web. Our focus was on how 
the process of developing translations depends critically 
on the particular function being supported. In particular, I 
have presented suggestive examples to argue that 
translation of requests, in the presence of a published 
process model can be very different than translation of 
service results back to the requestor, up to and including 
which agents or services might be capable of doing the 
translation. I have also suggested how different models of 
matchmaking for semantic web services will engender 
different requirements for who and what to translate about 
service profiles.  
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The question of how and where translation happens 
has an impact on the design of architectures to support 
semantic web services. These questions are among the 
subjects of discussion in the Semantic Web Services 
Initiative Architecture committee. I hope that this 
discussion has helped to make clear what are some of the 
issues involved.   
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